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More details of activities will be announced shortly on our website and
Facebook page.
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Under the Bridge Art Project: Once Upon A Horn
After “Once Upon A Goose” at Goose Neck Bridge in 2015, Art Together
continues to extend “comic under the bridge” to other districts and
invites three renowned local art units: KAM Siu Man, What a World, Tse
Sai Pei to showcase story and history of Kowloon Bay and Ngau Tau
Kok for “Once Upon A Horn” in 2017. The project aims to challenge the
stereotype about public art as visual decoration only, and to provide
more platforms for contemporary artists to communicate with audience
in the urban public space. Besides, storytelling session by Uncle Child
on the opening day and cultural tours during the exhibition period also
welcome everyone to look into Ngau Tau Kok with us together.

About Art Together
Established in 2008 and currently a charitable organization,
“Art Together” is a non-profit art group based in Hong Kong. We mainly
work on art projects and exhibitions at outdoor area or public space
in Hong Kong, in an attempt to reach more different communities in
a mobile fashion. For example: “Art for Survival” rolled out mobile art
installations onto streets in Hong Kong and Macau in 2009 and 2010,
“Talk3 ·Talk 4” was hosted at the West Kowloon waterfront promenade
in 2012 to invite art practitioners for quality discussion, “Tape Go Go”
made use of the enclosing walls around Cattle Depot Artist Village for
tape art mural in 2013, “In Search of the Coastline” invited artists and
art students to have art parade along the old harbor coastline in 2014,
“Once Upon a Goose” exhibited comic art underneath the Goose Neck
Bridge in 2015 and the mural series, titled “Mobile Landscape,” collaged
pigments of local histories in public space in 2016. All these art projects
aim to encourage participants and visitors to explore more different
perspectives to appreciate our surroundings, through connecting the
districts’ cultural and historical contexts with art creations. “Sustainable
Festival” in 2016 was also another attempt to further connect art with
the nature.
Besides, we also are keen on collaborating with different education
units, local art groups, artists, and social service groups to launch
various art workshops, artist talks, and activities, in order to help with
local art development and to bring artistic ideas to more different
communities.

谁遯㹻矦➝
About the Artists
欥㼭俒KAM Siu Man

⾲そ欥⨴俒 娔Ⰵ遤㖈♳㸽㼭㪮涸շꆄ恠殥ո二⟤⸔椚 䎃鱲䫏
桪龥堥圓姻䒭㨥⟃չ欥㼭俒պ捀瘘そ涮邍⡲ㅷ㖈շ桪龥恠殥ոⰉ涮邍
껻度痧♧⟨侒鎊չ㜡畎պ
շ㣖Ⱇ㜡ո罜旙秋 䎃荈用ば㖒剤ꣳⰗⶾ噠
⡲捀շ荛 (0"- 搂侰ո駈椕恠殥
KAM Kin Man, known as KAM Siu Man, joined the comics industry at the
age of 16 as an assistant for Seung-gun Siu-wai's Gold Comics. In 1981,
Kam joined Jademan Comics and officially adopted the current penname
"Kam Siu Man". He gained acclaim for Tai-kung Pao, which appeared in
Jademan Comics and was known for its biting satire. He independently
established Equity Land Limited in 1997, and “GOAL” football comics was
its first kick-starting comic series.
ㅓ⚆歲What a World

շㅓ⚆歲ո

恠殥歋⼦螠妇ㄤ鿓哟犍ざ⡲管㻨粭殥佦✲㕠粕♧棵㽠隡倴㕼檘
抓㼭㷸欰涸欰崞荈✳ꨫ♧㔋䎃饱倴շ僈㜡ո
յ僤劍傈欰崞ն恠殥㋲⯋ꥬ鹋
鸮鯺荛➛
“What a World” comic series is a collaborative work by AU Wah Yan
and KWOK Tsz Ki. The stories are about the daily lives of a group of
primary students studying in To Kwa Wan. The comic series has been
published bi-weekly in Sunday Mingpao since 2014.
闒刳淼 TSE Sai Pei by Jasmine TSE

⡲㹻䳄殥㹻Ⰽꦷ頥涸嫢鋷倴껻度ⴀ欰殗噠倴껻度嵶剚㣐㷸⚺⥜
鋕錏谁遯⿻䖕荛⧍侚谁遯㣐㷸幀鸤剓䠦㖒倰僽㕬剅긭㹻⚥ㄤ剤頥㖈
涸㖒倰
Writer / illustrator / mother of two cats. Born in Hong Kong, graduated
from HKBU major Visual Arts. Postgraduated from University of Arts
London. Her favourite places are library, home and where the cats are.
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暋걧錬㖒垦
The Landmark of Ngau Tau Kok

3 犷䗞䑔
Fook Tak Temple

5 庋鰶
Ferry

1 暋걧錬そ㶶涸歋⢵
The Naming of Ngau Tau Kok

1 暋걧錬♴齩
Lower Ngau Tau Kok Estate

暋걧錬⾲捀嵳鼹♧䀽錬㔔Ⱖ嵳抓嵳䁘箁莅♧걧暋錬湱⡂
罜䖤そ湬荛 1960 荛 70 䎃➿暋걧錬⽂鿈⿻銯鿈鹎遤㣐
鋊垸㞅嵳䊨玑䩞㣟暋錬涸䕎朜䖰姽䕎䧭倞涸䊨噠⼦
ㄤ⡞㸕⼦植捀錚㝦⼦涸⚺銴⡞㸕⼦
Ngau Tau Kok (literally meaning a cow horn) was
named because of its ox-horn-like coastline. Around
1960s to 70s, a large scale of land reclamation was
conducted in the east and west of Ngau Tau Kok.
Afterward, it was not shaped like an ox horn any
more. New industrial and residential area has been
developed in the reclaimed land and it is the major
residential area in Kwun Tong District.

暋걧錬♴齩♴矦珖暋♴⾲魨捀暋걧錬䖩縨⼦捀 1967
䎃莇䒊涸ⰗⰟ㾋齩荛껻度䨼㾋㨽㆞剚䧭用䖕佖珖չ暋
걧錬♴勠պ⚛ⴕ捀♧
✳⼦Ⱏ 14 䏠垜㸙
The Lower Ngau Tau Kok Estate (Lower Ngau) was
originally the public housing estate built in the
resettlement area in 1967. After Housing Authority
was established, the name of “Lower Ngau Tau Kok
Estate” was adopted, and the Estate was divided into
two sections: I and II, with totally 14 blocks.

㖈暋♴痧⛰䏠涸駈椕㜥倾鼹剤♧䏠歋淼䵩䒊涸չ犷
䗞䑔պ
⽰㕼㖒䑔ꧪ搭㢫錚矦꣪⡎嫦鸫眏䣔涼껻抡
렳渿䑔룲莅ջ暋♴ռ湱秉湱⥌僽停纈㾀字傍䎃䖰㻯㾋
䖩縨荛姽儘父宠㸞㾀坿噠ㄤ䎂㸞罜㼟ぐ荈㹻ꀀ涸牟
爴㸞佞ⵌ姽⣘㤀
Fook Tak is another name of Tudi Gong (the god of
the earth). Fook Tak Temple, constructed with ironsheets, located near the soccer pitch in Block 9 of
Lower Ngau. Despite its simple architecture, many
visit it during religious festivals. The age of the temple
is estimated to be similar to the age of Lower Ngau.
It is believed that the first group of residents in Lower
Ngau relocated the gods from their hometown to
worship for happiness and safety.

暋걧錬焺걧僽僓傈껻度涸♧䏠庋鰶焺걧⡙倴⛰륌暋걧錬
嵳倾秉倴植儘⨀噠遳涸⛰⦍ꨶ鎝䑞㜥꣡鵜焺걧倴 1953
䎃㉬欽湬荛 1956 䎃䊩〸歋ⵄ㸞㼭鰶Ⱇ竤斊䲿⣘
⢵䖃⻍錬荛暋걧錬涸ꨶ菻剪剓ⴲ遤饥鸏哭菕麥涸ꨶ
菻〫剤Ⰽ葂鯺㹐ꆀ㣐秉捀♲⼧➃䖕⢵ 1960 䎃➿佟䏎
㖈暋걧錬鹎遤㣐鋊垸涸㞅嵳䊨玑⢪暋걧錬焺걧鼄䖃錚㝦
嵳倾僽捀錚㝦焺걧

2 暋걧錬涸娜〷
The History of Ngau Tau Kok
剓黶倴⚥㕜㸢劊暋걧錬䊺剤➃㹁㾀⿻荛幢劣暋걧錬
蘢卓䉚藦⾲⡲儮虋抓ㄤ닒눴鄄ざ珖捀չ㔋㿋պ
No later than Song Dynasty (960-1279), people started
to live in Ngau Tau Kok. In late Qing Dynasty(1644-1912),
Ngau Tau Kok, Cha Kwo Ling, Sai Cho Wan, and Lei Yue
Mun were known as the “Four Hills.”
1899 䎃薊㕜䱺盘倞歲㼟幀宐㚋⛰륌㝦暋걧錬瘞鿈ⴕ
⾲珖չ螠歲⛰륌պ
倞歲涸㖒媯僒そ捀չ倞⛰륌պ
In 1899, Britain took over the New Territories and the
northern part of Kowloon (north of Boundary Street),
including Sham Shui Po, Kowloon Tong, Ngau Tau
Kok. This area, which was previously named as “The
Chinese side of Kowloon,” was then renamed as
“New Kowloon.”
1924 䎃䐠չ希⻋㣐ずꄷ屘䑖պ㖈暋걧錬莇䒊륔㣐䑖
䨼Ⱖ䨾㖈㖒植捀希㣐蔅㕨
In 1924, Amoy Canning Company, originally from
Xiamen, established its large factory in Ngan Tau Kok.
The location of it is the Amoy Gardens nowadays.
1967  1969 䎃暋걧錬莇䒊痧㔋㘗涸䖩縨㣐䐠
Between 1967 and 1969, Mark IV resettlement blocks
were built in Ngau Tau Kok.
1979 䎃 㖒錚㝦箁鸒鮦捀暋걧錬㾀字䌟⢵✫⤑䰦涸
❜鸒
MTR Kwun Tong Line started its service in 1979, and
brought much convenience for the residents in Ngau
Tau Kok.

暋♴ 1985 䎃鄄秝Ⰵ佟䏎涸չ仍㾝ꅾ䒊鎙ⷔպ剓穅倴 2011
䎃㸤䧭䬓⽹䧭捀껻度䋑⼦剓䖕♧⦐ꅾ䒊涸䖩縨⼦暋♴
✳⼦⾲㖧倴 2016 䎃㨥莇䒊匌⛰俒⻋⚥䗱俲倴 2020
䎃畖䊨
Lower Ngau was included in “The Extended
Redevelopment Programme” in 1985, and was
demolished in 2011 for new residential buildings. "Lower
Ngau” was the last resettlement being redeveloped in
Hong Kong. In 2016, the East Kowloon Cultural Centre
has started to be constructed at the site of the previous
Lower Ngau II and is expected to complete in 2020.
2 暋♴栬剤䒊眡
The Unique Feature of "Lower Ngau”
暋♴✳⼦涸饥䐤8 䏠荛 12 䏠鸮㖈♧饱䕎䧭ꟀꟀ涸ꤥ冝
饥䐤⡎⽿䧭✫㷛㶩䯝鶵询驎㋲鮦驫銯檘岚涸㥪㖒倰
罜䧭➃Ꟁ亙♲涰䎂倰ヌ涸㣔❁䩧란ꦿ䬺牟刳邓
僽耢铿㖒ⵌ✫渿㢚鼩〳⟃溏ⵌ㹻㹻䨩䨩涸歑♨䵦ⴀ
䋕䋒䎯㖈荈㹻⛨巜
The corridor of Lower Ngau II linked all the blocks
between Block 8 and 12. Such a long hallway was no
end in sight, but had become the public area for the
residents. Children played hide-and-seek, cycling, and
plastic soccer balls in the corridor. The adults occupied
the 300 square feet open yard for mahjong games,
worshiping and clothes drying. In the summer, folding
cots were put in front of every door for cooling.
鸒蔅晘煴僽傍劍껻度㾋齩䌢鋅涸䒊眡勞俲⡲捀饥䐤ㄤ垜
唑涸㢫晘剤鸒괐鷴⯕涸佪腋剤㾀字刿剚ⵄ欽姽晘典刳
ㅨ눴瘞♶麕❠儘剤㾀字䫏鏰剤➃㼟㘏㖣䧴摳걧䖰鸒蔅
⚥⚓♴
Openwork brick was the common building material
in early Hong Kong public estate. The walls of
corridors and stairs were constructed to introduce
the open air and sunlight into buildings. Some
residents dried salted fish on these walls, while
some would throw rubbish and cigarette butts
through these openwork bricks.

剤馱涸僽չ犷䗞䑔պ捀⬯䒊暟劥䥰ꦑ衽暋♴涸嶋㣟罜䬓
鼄䧴獵荛〥♧㖒倰㸞佞搭罜湬荛植➛暋♴㸤䧭ꅾ䒊
⡎չ犷䗞䑔պ➠莍㿘用㖈⾲㖧冾劢濼㼟⢵ぢ
Fook Tak Temple actually is an unauthorized architecture
and supposed to be removed or demolished along
with the redevelopment plan. However, the temple is
still here after the completion of redevelopment. The
future of it is still unknown.
4 希㣐蔅㕨
Amoy Gardens
希㣐蔅㕨㾋蕃䒊倴 1980 䎃荛 1987 䎃僽暋걧錬⼦剓㣐㘗
涸猙➃㾋蕃㾋蕃魨僽希⻋㣐ず굺ㅷ涸ꄷ屘굺ㅷ䊨㜥
⡎麕♲⼧㢵䎃Ⰹ竤㢵妄㉂噠⢘飑ⴀ㈒ꧪ⥃殆✫չ希
㣐պ鸏そ珖⡎希㣐蔅㕨♶ⱄ莅希㣐굺ㅷ㶸㖈⟤⡦ꡠ⤚
From 1980 to 1987, Amoy Gardens, the largest private
estate in Ngau Tau Kok, was built at the site of the
previous factory of Amoy Canning. However, Amoy
Gardens is not related with Amoy Canning after
various transactions in the past thirty years.
2003 䎃 3 剢♴傐ꬌⰩ㘗肾拨♴珖 SARS㖈希㣐蔅㕨㣐
旙涮䧭捀殹儘涸ꅾ担⼦瀊瀊Ⰽ♲僤劍希㣐蔅㕨Ⱏꏗ
䖤 321 㸻 SARS ⦐呪䠮厪⦐呪㣐鿈⟨꧌⚥㖈 E 䏠刿僽
7 贫ㄤ 8 贫㘍湬䱖涸㋲⡙佟䏎剓穅㹒⡑㼟䨾剤 E 䏠
㾀字♧䖒䓽ⵖ鷑鹎닒눴䏞⧺勠⿻띋椚嵞㣗➃䏞⧺勠鹎
遤ꥬꨆ䖕⢵SARS 氋䞕䖤⟃冾箣希㣐蔅㕨竤嶋
嫬㾀字ꅾ鵦㹻㕨
In the late March 2003, Amoy Gardens was the major
affected area of severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS). 321 cases of SARS were reported in only two
to three weeks, while most patients were infected
in the units 7 and 8 on different floors of Block E in
Amoy Gardens. All residents of Block E were detained
to Lei Yue Mun Park and Holiday Village and Lady
MacLehose Holiday Village by the Government, until the
decontamination in Amoy Gardens was completed.

There was once a Ngau Tau Kok Ferry Pier in Kwun
Tong District, nearby nowadays’ Wharf T&T Square. It
started to operate in 1953 and and was managed by
Lee On Ferry Company until 1956. Only two electric
boats, which carried around 30 passengers each time,
were in service for the routes between North Point
and Ngau Tau Kok in the early times. In 1960s, Ngau
Tau Kok Ferry Pier was moved to Kwun Tong because
of the reclamation project.
6 爢⼦䊨䐠俒⻋괐頗չ暋麉պ佞傈
The Cultural Sites Among the Industrial Buildings Ngau Trip Open Day
2015 䎃䧭用歋侸⦐⡙倴暋걧錬䊨䐠涸俒⻋谁
չ暋麉պ
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⡲㹔雊㣐㹻錚⿻莅䊨⡲㖷莅➃ⴕ❧欰崞䊨⡲
䠮「ㄤ䟝岁
In 2015, several arts and cultural groups, who have
their studios located in industrial buildings at Ngau
Tau Kok, established "Ngau Trip. Ngau Trip Open Day
was held every season since then, with open studios
for workshops and sharing.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ngautrip/
罌须俲3FGFSFODF
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